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Marketable Title : Obsolete Restrictions (More on Conservation Restrictions)

We have received further input from private land use trusts concerning the

nature of conservation easements and other devices that they use to try to protect

land in its natural condition. See letters of the Marin Agricultural Land Trust

(Exhibit p. 1), The Nature Conservancy (Exhibit p. 2), and The Trust For Public

Land (Exhibit pp. 3-8).

The thrust of their comments is that the provision in the draft exempting

conservation easements as defined in Civil Code Section 815.1 is too narrow. That

provision only applies to voluntary perpetual easements. But some conservation

restrictions may be given in response to public agency requirements, may be

limited in term, or may take the form of a covenant or other restriction besides an

easement.

The staff agrees that our draft should be broadened to accommodate this.

Putting together these comments with previous comments on this subject, we

suggest a combined exception along the following lines:

888.020. This chapter does not apply to any of the following:
(a) A restriction that is an enforceable equitable servitude under

Section 1354.
(b) An environmental restriction under Section 1471 or other

restriction that serves substantially the same function.
(c) A restriction enforceable by a public entity or recorded in

fulfillment of a requirement of a public entity, provided that fact
appears on the record.

(d) A conservation easement under Chapter 4 (commencing
with Section 815) of Title 2, or a negative easement or other
restriction that serves substantially the same function, including an
open space easement under the Open Space Act of 1974 (Chapter
6.6 (commencing with Section 51070) of Part 1 of Division 1 of Title
5 of the Government Code) and a restriction under the California
Land Conservation Act of 1965 (Chapter 7 (commencing with
Section 51200) of Part 1 of Division 1 of Title 5 of the Government
Code), regardless whether the easement or other restriction is given
voluntarily and whether or not it is perpetual in duration.
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Comment. Section 888.020 supplements the general exceptions
from this title provided in Section 880.240. Nothing in this section
precludes the parties to an excepted restriction from providing by
agreement that this chapter applies to the restriction.

Subdivision (a) excepts equitable servitudes in common interest
developments from expiration by operation of law under this
chapter. Enforceability of those restrictions is governed by Section
1354 (restriction enforceable “unless unreasonable”).

Subdivision (b) applies to a restriction intended to protect
present or future human health or safety or the environment as a
result of the presence of hazardous materials (Health and Safety
Code Section 25260), whether in the form of a covenant or in
another form. Compare Section 1471 (covenant) with Sections 784,
888.010 (“restriction” defined).

Subdivision (c) is a specific application of Section 880.240(c). A
public land use restriction is an interest in property that is excepted
from the operation of the Marketable Record Title Act. Restrictions
imposed by state and regional land use agencies, such as the
California Coastal Commission, the San Francisco Bay
Conservation and Development Commission, the Tahoe Regional
Planning Agency, and the California Tahoe Conservancy, as well as
restrictions imposed by federal agencies, are included within the
coverage of subdivision (c).

Subdivision (d) broadens the exception provided in Section
880.240(d). A “conservation easement” within the meaning of
Section 815 must be conveyed voluntarily and is perpetual in
duration. Subdivision (d) excepts a negative easement or other
restriction that serves substantially the same function as a
conservation easement even though it may have been conveyed in
fulfillment of a requirement of a public entity and even though it
may not be perpetual in duration. An open space easement under
the Open Space Act of 1974, for example, or a restriction under the
Williamson Act, may be limited in duration. See Gov’t Code §§
51075(d) (open space easement), 51244-51244.5 (contract to limit use
of agricultural land).

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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